
The Unbearable Brightness of Seeing 
 
Mirror World presents six large-scale watercolours by Luisa Rossitto. Each work 
contains its own microcosm – worlds that order macro and micro in a particular way. 
These parallel universes cross-reference each other in open-ended and multi-layered 
narratives. Their structured compositions hint at oppositional forces in the process of 
realignment. 

Luisa works as a librarian. The knowledge she interrogates and categorises 
by day has seeped into her unconscious, and ultimately into her work. It has entered 
the crowded environments she creates in an orderly fashion – as systems of visual 
information to which she holds the key.

But the light that radiates from every pore of Luisa’s imagery isn’ t from these 
books. The unfaltering glare is impossible in New Zealand where clouds are always 
close by. But then Luisa is Australian, and surreptitiously she has bought Australian 
light to her current residence in Wellington. And every day that she’s worked on 
Mirror World in her studio, she has released this light onto watercolour paper – or so I 
imagine.

In actuality Luisa achieves this luminosity by working with diluted fluorescent 
poster paints and watercolour pigments. The bleached white paper and the 
incandescent pigments give the work a certain intensity – a clear brightness that 
investigates and shines into tiny dark corners. In these corners are myths and little 
known stories, organisms and biological structures.

 This makes me think of Queensland where Luisa is originally from. In her 
work Home Coming she pays tribute to her home state. With its high rainfall and 
hothouse growth, the physicality of Queensland filters through into the other paintings 
too. Its irrepressible natural environment teeming with noise and abundance – fruits, 
flowers, and birds – is surely the backdrop to Mirror World. 

Within this environment Culture struggles to exist. But Luisa insists on it. In 
Monkey Business, Nature and Culture reach out to each other with a Michelangelo-
esque handshake. You can almost hear the fanfare and read the starburst Skittles 
candy slogan “Taste the Rainbow”. Planes fly in the background as if it’s a carnival, 
but their military markings suggest a less benign presence – creepy and dangerous 
like the gorilla army in Planet of the Apes. 

In Expanding Universe a de Chirico-like head rests in a strange garden. 
Women float in the background, unfurling poppies, lifted from an image of maypole 
dancers. They explode from the classical head, rejected by the constraints of reason. 
Their rainbow colours suggest a spectrum of chance, chaos, and the unknown. 

There is also something disconcerting about Luisa’s representation of Nature. 
It’s not only its cloying overabundance as in Love Song where flowers screen the 
details of a cowboy romance. It’s also the feeling of artificiality. Is this really nature? 
It feels synthetic and a little too cool. 

These are formally composed images. Luisa’s compositions – especially 
Binary System, Home Coming and Love Song – highlight her working method. Her 



workbooks – beautiful objects in their own right – document her practice of collating 
and ordering particular information from her surroundings. Selected images then 
became ‘catalogued’  and referenced by the paintings. This process brings to mind 
Henry Darger’s large-scale paintings with their armies of girls copied from magazines 
and then repeated throughout the image. 

There’s also something of the millennial quality in the work that echoes 
Darger – a feeling of a Dawning in Binary System where a couple of re-imagined 
Darger girls walk towards the light. This New Age embraces science – a synthesizing 
science, self-replicating, and powered by its own source. It is both sinister and 
exhilarating.

And this feeling of excitable disquiet is reinforced by Luisa’s technique 
– a technique she calls segmenting. Watercolour is a medium with rigid rules for 
its successful application. It is notoriously petulant and difficult, with little room 
for error. But by blocking in areas of colour, the unpredictable properties of the 
watercolour can be mitigated. This technique also fractures the images, and that in 
turn unhinges any straightforward readings.

Luisa’s work offers no easy explanations but instead brings together imagery 
that hints at ideas about human roles in nature and human nature itself. The light and 
colour that permeate these images are at once transcendent but also critical of that 
transcendence. Their frenzied surfaces embrace both beauty and its underbelly. It’s an 
unnerving balancing act that glares and seduces.
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